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KUWAIT BOOK
7IGURES IN UNORGANIZED CRIME

CHAP. VII
FRUITS OF A WRONG TURN

It was a hot and dry afternoon when a stranger came into town. He was wearing a white 
pleated poet shirt and dusty gray jeans, but the most obvious feature he was wearing was the 
look of exhaustion. It was clear to any observer that the stranger had came a long way for a 
reason he kept to himself.

The traveler walked silently into the golden town in search of water, food, and a place to 
stay. His forehead was reddish due to the massive heatwave he endured throughout his journey. 
His lips, which were that of Tom Welling, had dehydrated and gone dry. His sharp yet restless 
eyes – which resembled Robert Redford's eyes – could barely differentiate between reality and 
mirages. His golden-brown beard had grown thick like the beard of Chuck Norris. As he made 
his  way into  town,  his  objective  was temporarily  put  on hold  as  his  eyes  failed  to  look at 
anything other than an attractive woman standing next to a traditional restaurant. He tried to 
look the other way, but her beauty was captivating. She had long hair as well as long legs. Her 
image was that of Heather Graham. As the traveler walked towards her, the hot chick noticed his 
approach.  Upon seeing his smile,  she knew what his  heart  desired.  The more steps he took 
towards her, the more realistic  his fantasy would become. The chick thought of sparing his 
lustful soul by ignoring him and going inside the restaurant. However, that did not prevent him 
from following her to the underworld.

The traveler was at the door of the restaurant when an odd-looking fellow talked to him.

“I wouldn't if I were you.”

“Excuse me?”

“You're going inside because of that hot chick, aren't ya?”

“And what if I am? What's it to ya?”

“Nothing. But if I were you, I'd only go inside if it was to eat, and nothing else.”

“And why's that?”

“Because that girl's trouble.” He warned the traveler with a serious tone, “She's …” he 
paused for a dramatic effect, leaned closer towards the traveler, looked around to make sure no 
one was listening, then continued: “… a waiter at the restaurant.”

In an attempt to take the warning seriously, the traveler thought about what the man had 
said, but failed to see logic behind it. Looking at the man's face – a face which resembled Sacha 
Cohen's face – once more, the traveler saw a persistent serious look on his face. He kept his 
serious expression while nodding slowly, assuring the traveler that what he said was no lie.  
Understanding that the man was most likely the village idiot, the traveler ignored his warning 
and walked inside the restaurant.
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The restaurant's theme was traditional and dark at the same time. There were a couple of 
yellow lights here and there, and everything was viewable from the entrance all the way to the 
back kitchen, but it remained darker than all the other places the traveler had seen. His eyes 
scanned the area for the hot chick, but failed to locate her. He noticed some customers, guests, 
and  waiters,  but  did  not  see  the  hot  chick.  The  place  wasn't  full  since  it  was  only  noon. 
Regardless, the traveler decided not to give up. He chose a dark path as he walked all the way to  
the kitchen door to continue his search for the hot chick. As he approached the door, a group of 
men – who sat at a corner table – were alerted. The traveler's eyes couldn't help but notice their 
strange staring eyes eyeballing him, but he decided to walk right in. However, one of them 
stopped the traveler with a shiver-sending question formed out of four words.

“Can I help you?”

The traveler immediately stopped and titled his head towards the group. His eyes first 
landed at the man in the center of the mysterious gentlemen, the one with cold, dead eyes and a 
threatening look. His face was flat and square, like the face of Marlon Brando in his later years. 
He had a formal dress shirt  and an indigo Smoking Jacket on. However,  it  wasn't him who 
spoke. If it were him, the voice would've been more deep. It was the heavy man next to him, the 
one who had the chin of John Goodman. He was wearing a wife beater shirt and a red tie, but 
what was important was the tag card he had on. By that identification tag, the traveler knew that  
he was the restaurant manager.

“Yes, I was looking for a waitress who just came in here.”

With that reply, the group was highly alerted. The restaurant manager, as well as the 
other members of the table, shifted their eyesight to the man in the center. The traveler wasn't 
sure what was going on, but the vibe he received from their reaction made the image of the hot 
chick fade away from his memory.

“I'm sorry .. I think I got the wrong place.” He backed from his mission, “I'm sorry to 
have disturbed your lunch, gentlemen.”

With  his  formal  apology  issued,  he  turned  around  to  retreat  from  the  non-friendly 
environment. However, before he managed to do so, one of the men at the end of the table stood 
up, blocking the traveler's path. He had on a silver evening wear vest with a matching bow-tie, 
like the one accountants or solicitors wear. He was thin and had – like most of the men at the  
table – dangerous looking eyes, particularly that of Jeremy Brett. The traveler wished no trouble, 
hence he tried to go around him, but the solicitor refused to let him pass. Annoyed, the traveler 
shouted in a relevantly calm and polite manner.

“Do you mind?”

“I'm afraid I do.”

After the solicitor's calm yet terrifying response, the solicitor looked back at the man in 
the center as if he awaited his cue. The man in the center nodded once, and upon his silent  
signal, the solicitor laid his hand on the traveler. Naturally, the traveler rejected the notion of 
being  held  by  another  man,  and  so,  his  rejected  resulted  in  resistance.  As  he  resisted  to 
unrestrain himself,  another man from the same table got up to support the solicitor.  He was 
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heavier than both men put together. By wearing a sleeveless top, the traveler could not only see 
his overexercised muscles, but the tattoos he had engraved on his shoulder. One of the tattoos in 
particular caught the traveler's attention. It was of a black winged heart with a knife stabbing it 
from behind, making the heart bleed. The vertical scar on his left eye , as well as the threatening 
look of death upon his face, told the traveler that he was once an inmate. His head was bold like  
the back of Tiny Lister's head. Aiding his skinny friend, the ex-con and the solicitor forcefully 
took the traveler into the back room.

The traveler was out for some time, but when he awoke, a thought passed his mind – it  
was the feeling that he was living a true nightmare. He soon found himself in a darker room. Not 
only was he isolated in a pitch-black, cold room, but he was chained to a chair in the middle 
while  tasting  his  own  blood.  Between  the  punches  served  by  the  ex-con,  he  heard  some 
interrogative questions. The traveler was barely cautious, but he heard the ex-con ask about the 
reason why he was here. He also heard something about whether if he was a spy sent by 'the 
uncle'. Between the servings, the traveler noticed a dark figure standing in the shadows of the 
room. Although his vision was hazy, he identified the man to be the same one who was at the 
table – the man who was sitting in the center. After the punches finally ceased, the door was 
opened and another  heavy man appeared.  He had some resemblance  to  the ex-con,  but  his 
features resembled Chi McBride's much more. However, by his choice of wardrobe, the traveler 
knew that this man wasn't here to throw punches at him. He was wearing a clean navy blue suit 
with a pink tie. After talking briefly to the man in the shadows, he approached the traveler,  
signaling the ex-con to step aside.

“Listen, I want to help you. All you gotta do is tell me who sent you.”

The way the man calmly spoke gave the traveler the impression that he might be the 
brains – the mastermind – behind this illegal interrogation. The mastermind had to came to the 
room himself to ask that question in person as he was puzzled by this character. He had tried 
running a background check of the traveler through the net, but this one in particular proved to 
be  more  than  a  mere  challenge.  Usually,  there's  no  one  who could  hide  his  past  from the 
mastermind's  skills  in  using  the  internet.  The  traveler  felt  more  comfortable  with  the 
mastermind's methods of interrogation more than the ex-con's, but he knew well that whether 
they played good cop or bad cop, his answer would remain the same.

“I .. don't know .. what you're talking about.”

With  that  as  his  definite  answer,  the mastermind backed off,  allowing the ex-con to 
continue his job. A few minutes later, the ex-con stopped. He tilted his head towards the man in 
the shadow and informed him of the traveler's status.

“He's dead.”

The man in the shadows stepped outside the room.

“What a waste,” the mastermind commented, then followed his partner outside.

The ex-con exited the room as well and saw that the mastermind had already called in 
the cleaner to clean the mess. The cleaner wore a dark suit and a threatening look as well. His 
Viggo Mortensen look assured everyone that he knew what he was doing, and more importantly, 
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where his loyalty lies. Once inside the room, he put on latex gloves and proceeded to do his 
work.

After chopping off the traveler's fingers, the cleaner broke off his jaw and removed all of 
his teeth. With no way to identify the traveler, he placed the body in a garbage bag and carried it 
through the back door to his car. He drove off to the wasteland where he disposed of the body.  
After that, he returned back to the restaurant. Once he was inside again, he stood by as he saw 
the man talking to the hot chick – the same man who was standing in the shadows earlier.

“Don't worry, child, that man is alright.” He lied to her, “We told him to beat it, and he 
did.”

Hanging onto his every word, the hot chick believed that the traveler was truly alright 
and had gone his own way. Having no reason to doubt the man who raised her, she kissed him 
and got back to work. Once he noticed that the cleaner was present, he smiled.

“Kids. You gotta tell them what they need to hear.”

The caretaker, with his firm stand and both hands lowered in respect, nodded smilingly.

“And next time, cough so that I know you're standing there. I don't need another ninja 
lurking around.”

One of his most skilled men is a ninja. His identity is a mystery and his facial appearance 
remains unknown as he never reveals it. Hired by the man they call 'father', he exists only to 
serve. However, it  is a crucial advantage to his job that he'd remain hidden from everyone's 
sight. His job is to follow the father undetected to protect him from any unexpected harm. Even 
as the father spoke with the hot chick – and now with the cleaner – the ninja remained the third,  
undetected member of the party.

“So, did you do the job?”

“Yes, father. Everything is taken care of.”
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KUWAIT BOOK
7IGURES IN UNORGANIZED CRIME

CHAP. VIII
APPLES DO FALL FAR
FROM THE TREE

The cleaner remained in his position for time to come. He was one of many who served 
the father with pride, thus, he felt no pain in doing his job. The father was having his usual 
meeting with the gentlemen. The ninja was also present somewhere around the room, but, like 
usual,  he remained unfelt.  While  bodyguarded by both the invisible  ninja  and the notorious 
cleaner, the father conducted his affairs with peace with his partners, the restaurant manager, the 
solicitor, the mastermind, and the ex-con .. until a sudden disturbance took place.

The cleaner noticed a man – who had the same broad lips of Chris Farly – looking at the 
father's private table and its members, but once he and the cleaner's eyes contacted, he nervously 
looked back at his own plates and proceeded with his devouring. He was no threat. The cleaner 
had seen him a million times in the restaurant and knew that he came only for the food. The 
mastermind once thought he was a spy sent by the uncle, but after a thoroughal background 
check, along with the cleaner stalking him for a period of time, they knew he was no more than a 
restaurant dweller. His appetite was wider than his stomach and his stomach was wider than the 
restaurant manager's.  Highly curious, the restaurant dweller tried to eavesdrop on the private 
party's conversations a few times to know what they were discussing, but he was unsuccessful in 
all of his attempts. He wasn't close enough to hear a single word they uttered. The cleaner knew 
that the restaurant dweller was an empty airhead who lived to eat.

The disturbance which interrupted the meeting occurred when a young man, along with 
his pet, walked in. Not only did he annoy the father and the men, but also caused a racket in the 
entire restaurant.

“Hey, old-timers!” He said to the father and his partners as he carelessly crashed on their 
table,  “I  made a friend today! I've seen him around town before,  but today was the day he 
decided to befriend me!”

He wasn't drunk, but acting his true self. Although it was usual to see him behave in this 
manner, it remained a discomfort to the gentlemen. However, out of respect for the father, they 
said nothing. The young man wore an orange flannel shirt and suspenders over his shoulders, 
like the ones Larry King is known for wearing. In order to limit the fool's embarrassment and 
self-mockery, the father signaled the cleaner to take him to the back.

“Please, excuse my son,” the father apologized to the men with an unnecessary smile, 
“he's not right in the head.”

Once the cleaner faded away with the fool into the back, the men returned back to their 
conversation. However, the father wasn't able to concentrate on the matter at hand. His mind 
was still fixated at how his son managed to ruin yet another quiet evening.
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“Excuse me.”

The father  left  the table  and joined his son in  the back.  Once there,  he signaled the 
cleaner to leave them alone and guard the door so that they wouldn't be disturbed.

“Son,” he said with a concerned, loving voice, “why must you always embarrass your 
father? Can't  you grow a brain and realize that your childlike behavior isn't becoming for a 
member of this family? Your childish acts brings shame to your father's name!”

“Pops, look! There's a ladybug on your shoulder! Ha ha!”

The father, with a soft, sad look in his eyes, raised his hand and slapped him. He did so 
because he loved him. He loved him more than he loved himself, and that's why it hurt his heart 
when he saw his son behave like a fruit. Although nothing like his old man, he's his only child 
by blood. The hot chick isn't his daughter, but an orphan he raised by his own hands after he 
offed her parents while she was just a baby. In fact, he took her in when his own son was a mere 
child himself because he wished that she would marry his son. However, he couldn't force that 
life upon her now that his son turned out to be a fruit cake.

“Pa! Why'd ya hit me?”

He hit him again and he fell on the ground. When the fruit's pet came dashing to attack 
the father, the father kicked it in the guts. It fell on the ground in pain as well. With both the fruit 
and his pet aching on the floor, the father left the room a sad man. Later that evening, the fruit – 
along with his pet – got out of his room and walked towards the exit. As he crossed the tables,  
he noticed his father talking to the restaurant manager at their usual table. Once his pet saw the 
father, it hid behind the fruit's legs in fear. The father noticed the fruit's departure and paused it  
with gentle words of fatherly concern.

“Where are you going, son?”

“To meet my new friend, the one I told you about!”

He replied with enthusiasm, proud of having met a 'friend'. Being the naïve, kindhearted 
man-child that he was, he quickly recovered from the father's beating physically and mentally.

“Alright, son, go out and have fun.”

Since his son was mentally damaged, the least he could do for him was let him enjoy his 
meaningless life. However, even though he knew that no one in their right mind would dare to 
touch a single hair of his kid's head, the father worried that his son might've got entangled with 
the wrong crowd. Being in the business that he was in, the father made a number of powerful 
enemies, such as the uncle. The father decided to know who was the new friend the fruit had 
made, ergo he sent the cleaner to follow him and make sure the friend was okay.

The cleaner stalked the fruit closely, but not to close to be detected.  From all of his 
missions, this one was of the easiest tasks he had been assigned to. The fruit was so stupid that 
his pet had a higher IQ. Nonetheless, the cleaner took this assignment as seriously as he had 
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taken all of his other jobs. He was a professional and lived up to the trust the father had in him.  
The fruit – along with his pet on a leash – made his way across downtown and into an alleyway.  
The cleaner thought that there was something not right with his friend as friends of handicapped 
people do not choose dark alleyways as a place of meeting. Once halfway into the back street, 
the fruit began to call out for his friend.

“Uh .. hey friend! Where are you friend of mine? Come out come out wherever you are!”

The cleaner knew that there was something extremely suspicious of the fruit's mysterious 
friend. Other than choosing a strange place and time to meet, he haven't even given the fruit his 
name let alone credentials. Whoever it is, he was hiding something.

Then ..

He appeared.

From where the cleaner was hiding, the friend's cloth was the first thing to be visible in 
the dark night. The more he walked, the clearer his image got and enhanced. He was wearing a 
gray polo shirt with black sweatpants. As his freckled face emerged, he appeared to resemble 
Christopher Reeve, only a lot more yellowish and repulsing. The way he moved, smiled, and 
eyeballed the fruit projected him as one of the town's weirdos.

“Hey friend! Where were you? I kept calling and calling and calling!”

His  friend  didn't  reply  except  with  extending  his  smile  and chewing  his  gum while 
gazing at the fruit. He continued to wear his weird smile as he scanned the pet, then the fruit's 
body. After that, he took the fruit's hand and placed it in his pocket. The way he moved made the 
cleaner realized that he was sicker than he had thought. The fruit's friend was a pedophile. As 
the fruit's assigned guardian, the cleaner abandoned his hiding place and emerged, unleashing a 
warning shout.

“Hey!”

The pedophile's attention was grabbed, and so was the fruit's.

“Let the kid go.”

“Get lost, buddy!” The pedophile roared at the cleaner.

“Mistake.” The cleaner whispered into the cold night.

The pedophile ignored the cleaner and walked away with the fruit in hand. The fruit, like 
his title suggests, followed the pedophile's movement.  However, the cleaner knew that some 
people can only learn a lesson the hard way. He walked towards them while taking out latex 
gloves and putting them on. The closer his footsteps got, the more pissed off the pedophile got.  
As he turned around to scare the cleaner away, he received a knifehand strike directly at his 
throat. The pedophile immediately dropped down to his knees with both hands on his throat 
making disturbing choking sounds.
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“Oh no, my friend!” the fruit cried out as he remained in his position squeezing the neck 
of his pet.

Instead of waiting for him to choke to death or recover from the attack, the cleaner took 
out a thin thread and – with a single, quick move – ripped open the perverted pedophile's throat. 
As blood flooded out, the fruit freaked out.

“He's dead! My friend, he's dead!”

The cleaner saw that it was time that the fruit went back home.

“Come on.”

“No! You killed him! He was my friend! Now .. he's dead!”

“I'm not gonna hurt you kid, now come on.”

Since it was nighttime and the cops wouldn't come near the alleyways for hours to come, 
the cleaner  planned to drop the fruit  back at  the restaurant,  inform the father  of  the recent 
tragedy, then return to clean up the scene. Although shaking and terrified, the fruit walked in the 
direction the cleaner guided him. As he walked, he dragged with him his pet.

“Let's get you home where it's safe.”
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KUWAIT BOOK
7IGURES IN UNORGANIZED CRIME

CHAP. IX
A BAD DAY TO SELL TEA

It started out as any other day, but little did the cleaner know, it was going to be one of 
those days in which he will have to clean up after the father's associates. The restaurant dweller 
kept his seat warm as usual. The restaurant manager had no problem with that as long as he paid 
the bills, which he did. Among the father's associates, the restaurant manager enjoyed his job the 
most as it revolved mostly around everyday, legal transactions. While most of his associates did 
the dirty work, all he had to do was play the manager of the father's traditional restaurant. He 
was satisfied with his life. Mornings – like usual – brought in a reasonable number of guests.  
The nights offered much more, but at least the number of psychos was bounded. Little did the 
restaurant manager know, this morning was going to be an exception.

“Tea bags?”

“What?”

“Tea bags! You know, green tea, Oolong tea, black tea, white tea –”

“...”

Upon  hearing  knocks  on  the  front  door  –  which  was  naturally  left  unlocked  for 
customers  to  come in – the restaurant  manager  answered and found a tea-selling  merchant. 
Wearing a stripped yellow and brown shirt, as well as the constant smile which looked like Pat 
Morita's smile, he appeared extremely hopeful and optimistic about his odd trade. Although the 
look of puzzlement across the restaurant manager's mug was clear, the tea-seller proceeded with 
his attempt to sell his tea bags.

“Why would I want tea?”

“To sell it for clients, of course.” He replied cheerfully.

“We sell meat, buddy, not boiled water with leaves. Beat it.”

With that refusal, he slammed the door in the tea-seller's face and returned back to his 
station. Once there, he saw a man sitting in his place as if he worked there. He was just sitting 
there wiping the counter with a towel.

“Hey.”

“Yeah?”

“Who the heck are you?”

“Oh sorry, I haven't introduced myself, I'm –”

“What are you doing here?”

“Oh, well, I actually came to apply for a job.”
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“We don't have any vacancies at the moment. Get lost.”

The restaurant manager shoved the applicant aside and stood in his place. However, the 
applicant didn't go away; he carried a look of insistency in his eyes. With his buggy eyes, his 
face was like a thinner version of Rodney Dangerfield. Yet, what the restaurant manager saw 
was an insect. He looked like a bug, smelled like a bug, and more importantly, acted like a bug. 
No matter what the restaurant manager said, he remained. By ordering something, he bought the 
right to stay as long as he desired. Then, a man came in. The restaurant manager didn't scan and 
psychoanalyze every client who came in, but this one was particularly suspicious. He couldn't 
see  what  his  facial  appearance  because  of  the  heavy  wardrobe  he  had  on.  He  had  a  scarf 
covering his mouth and dark sunglasses concealing his eyes. Not wanting to be noticed, he sat 
himself at the closest table near the door – the one at the far-end corner of the restaurant – and 
ordered a beverage. The manager figured that he must be a spy sent by the uncle, but decided 
not to create something of it until he had proof. Furthermore, he didn't wish to disturb the father 
of such insignificant matters; he wanted to take care of this matter himself.

Of late the manager had been feeling board – a bit left out. Management of the restaurant 
was consuming most of his time, hence the others organized their affairs without him. He didn't  
mind this minor segregation if he had something a bit wild to do, and this little investigation 
might be just what he needed.

The suspicious fellow kept looking left and right every now and then, as if he feared 
recognition by others. Although he ordered a beverage, he didn't take a single sip out of it as it  
would mean removing his scarf away from his mouth. His dark glasses remained on his nose in 
spite the fact that the environment was dim. Even his bowler hat remained on his head. The 
suspicious fellow was obviously hiding something. The restaurant manager needed to catch a 
glimpse of the suspicious fellow's face in order to determine whether he knew the man or not. 
He made his way to the table with warm greetings.

“Good  afternoon,  sir,”  the  restaurant  manager  opened  with  an  alluring  smile,  “and 
welcome to our humble abode. I hope you will enjoy your … beverage,” he barely uttered the 
last word as he saw it was offensive for anyone to come into a traditional restaurant and order 
nothing  but  an  carbonated  drink,  but  he  continued  with  the  charade  and  added:  “If  there's 
anything else you would like, please feel free to call for me and I will come running.”

But the suspicious fellow chose to nod instead of talk.

“I do hope that the .. drink .. is to your liking, sir? Perhaps its too cold, or too warm, let  
me just –”

And with that meddling, the restaurant manager preformed a stumble. As planned from 
the beginning, the restaurant manager pretended to lose balance and fall over the suspicious 
fellow with his hand grabbing whatever he could from his disguise. As he fell, he reached out to  
the  scarf  but  the  suspicious  fellow struggled  to  maintain  it  on his  mouth.  However,  in  the 
attempt, his glasses fell on the floor. Before he could reach towards it, the restaurant manager 
had rose up to his feet.

“Oh, my! So sorry about your shades.” The restaurant manager exclaimed as he stepped 
on the glasses, crushing them with one firm stomp, “Would you look at that! Clumsy me.” 
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Looking directly into the suspicious character's eyes, the restaurant manager saw dark, 
Sam Witwer eyes. Instantly, the suspicious fellow rose up and dashed towards the restroom. The 
restaurant manager smiled as he knew he was onto something big. He decided not to go after 
him since there was no way out through the restroom. All he had to do was await the suspicious  
character to give up and come out. Then, the restaurant manager heard knocks on the back door. 
He walked bypass the starring insect and went straight to the door and opened it.

“You really ought to try some tea!”

“What?! You again? What are you doing back here?!”

“Trying to sell tea bags to the restaurant manager!” He sarcastically – but truthfully –
replied, “I tried the front door, but it was no go, so here I am!”

The  restaurant  manager  looked  back  at  the  restroom  door,  making  sure  that  the 
suspicious fellow haven't left yet, then turned back towards the tea-seller.

“I told you once and I ain't gonna tell ya again, I don't want no damn tea.”

“Please .. I'll make you an offer you can't refuse. Drink one sip from my tea, and if you 
like it, buy, okay?”

The  tea-seller's  constant  smile  was  getting  on  the  restaurant  manager's  nerves.  The 
restaurant manager furiously knocked the cup of tea off his hands and onto the ground. The cup 
broke and the tea was wasted.

“Read my lips you tea freak! No tea! Now get lost before I really get angry!”

The tea-seller's smile faded away as he collapsed onto his knees. He tried to salvage 
whatever remained of the cup, but realized that it has lost it's usefulness. The tea-seller looked 
up at the restaurant manager with puppy eyes.

“Please,  sir.” he started to beg, “I have four daughters and a little boy to feed ..  my 
family is starving, and I haven't sold any tea-bags for days. Please, sir, be kind .. have a heart.”

“Alright, buster, I'll have a heart, but just this once.”

After projecting a warm smile, the restaurant manager shut the door in his face. Letting 
him go was an act of kindness in his book. Choosing the unkind path – the one the restaurant 
manager desired – would be to whack the tea-seller and let him sleep with the fishes. Returning 
back to the counter, the restaurant manager saw the insect gazing back at him.

“What are you looking at?”

“Nothing.”

The  insect  immediately  shifted  his  eyesight  down  to  his  order.  The  insect  was  no 
dummy;  he  knew that  he'd  be the  punching bag if  he kept  looking a  madman in the  eyes. 
Looking at  the restroom, the restaurant manager wondered why the suspicious fellow hadn't 
come out of hiding yet. As patience wasn't one of the restaurant manager's virtues, he got fed up. 
He decided to make a move.
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The restaurant manager walked over to the restroom and knocked the door.

“Hey! Inder doorik!”

Upon hearing someone shout at him from behind, the restaurant manager turned around 
to see who it was who had the audacity to shout at him. It was an angry Kuwaiti. His voice was 
very similar to Ghanem Al-Saleh's, as well as his rich complexion. He wore a silky white shirt 
and a mean look. Apparently, he had been waiting in line for a while.

“I'm not cutting line, you blistering idiot!” He shouted at him, then pounded his closed 
fist against the restroom's door.

“Hey, tara ana mu ga'id atgashmar! Gilt'lik cif bil'door!”

The restaurant manager was getting annoyed by the Kuwaiti, and apparently, vice versa. 
He turned around to shut his yapper for good when the door finally  opened. The restaurant 
manager expected the suspicious fellow to come out, but instead, it was a lady. She was wearing 
delicate clothing and had long black hair like Penelope Cruz.

“Excuse me.”

She gently excused herself from their presence and walked away. Both the restaurant 
manager  and  the  Kuwaiti's  jaws  had  dropped  down  on  the  floor.  While  the  Kuwaiti's 
astonishment  was  derived  from pure  lustful  impulses,  the  restaurant  manager  was  shocked 
seeing that the restroom from which she came out of was the gents room – the ladies room was 
on  the  left.  The  restaurant  manager  immediately  charged  in  the  restroom  and  searched  it 
thoroughly, but found no one else. However, he did find a disposed scarf, bowler hat, and other 
external  garment  very  similar  to  what  the  suspicious  fellow  had  worn.  He  immediately 
understood the key of the trick.

Shoving the Kuwaiti out of his way, the restaurant manager rushed out of the restroom 
and into the dinning section. However, he couldn't see her anywhere. With so many thoughts 
rushing through his mind, he continued to rush towards the door to search for her outside the 
restaurant. He knew that her deceit could only mean one thing; she is a spy. If he lost her, this  
failure could very well mean his life. The father wasn't known for granting second chances. 
Furthermore, if he were to fail in this little task, he would lose all self-respect. Ergo, he decided 
to finish the job he had started and locate her no matter what.

As he rushed towards the door, a man in yellow tights appeared before him.

“Out of the way, clown!”

The clown was labeled a clown because of the bright colors he had on. He wore red 
overalls over his tights; he had the same hair of Vincent Schiavelli, but the same frown as Hugh 
Laurie. The clown and the restaurant manager were an example of a perfect juxtaposition. One 
was overweight while the other was tall; one was wearing serious cloth while the other one was 
wearing  colorful  wardrobe;  one  was  adrenalized  while  the  other  was  lazy.  The  restaurant 
manager didn't wait for the clown to step aside, so instead, he shoved him to one side to catch 
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his spy. Just outside the restaurant, he saw the back of her head. Once he was close enough, he 
reached out to grab her, but an annoying acquaintance popped up before him.

“You have to buy some tea, please!”

Seeing  the  tea-seller  again  was  enough  to  make  him  lose  his  mind!  However,  he 
struggled to keep his emotional self under control. He grabbed the persistent tea-seller, as well 
as the girl's hair, and charged right back inside the restaurant where he bumped into the clown 
who appeared to insist on occupying the space in front of the restaurant's front door. He took 
him with him as well.

The restaurant manager took all three to the back room and locked the door. Then, he 
went ballistic on them. He couldn't handle the situation so he isolated himself with them and 
went nuts. However, he ended up hurting himself more than the others. The ex-con was sleeping 
in the next room when he heard the racket. He got up and walked in on the manager and his 
guests. After seeing the restaurant manager without his sanity, the ex-con relieved him and took 
over. He asked the clown, the tea-seller, and the girl about what was going on. None of them 
knew. In any case, they have seen too much in this place, hence, he did what he did best to all  
three of them.

Once the ex-con finished and got out, he saw the restaurant manager sitting on the chair 
with a tired look on his face. The ex-con took a few steps towards him and spoke lightly.

“Next time, leave these matters to me. You just worry about running this place.”

The  restaurant  manager  raised  his  eyesight  towards  him  and  nodded  slowly, 
understanding that everyone had his own specialty in this place. Being extremely worn-out, he 
assigned the hot chick to be the manager for the remainder of the day while he rests. However, 
two people stood in the way of that plan. It was none other than the insect, who insisted that he 
wouldn't leave without getting employed, and the Kuwaiti,  who demanded a formal apology 
from the restaurant manager for shouting at him and shoving him aside. The restaurant manager 
asked a last favor of the ex-con before he went to bed.

“Please. Take these two as well.”

“.. Alright, but you owe me big time.”

The ex-con took them to the back room. Naturally, the cleaner was left with cleaning 
duty.
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KUWAIT BOOK
7IGURES IN UNORGANIZED CRIME

CHAP. X
DIGITAL INFILTRATION

The cleaner had been running late one evening due to bad weather. Like a sandstorm 
wasn't bad enough, a fog had materialized across the town slowing the traffic. On this day, the  
cleaner needed the weather to be clear so that he could easily take care of the father's wishes.

Back in the restaurant, the father sat alone in his usual table. The ex-con was out of town 
for an urgent matter and the solicitor was working upstairs. As for the restaurant manager, he 
had yet to recover from his earlier episode. His son, the fruit, was playing with his pet in his  
room, and his adopted daughter, the hot chick, had been waitressing the tables all nightlong as 
the costumers were flooding in. However, to the father, it was a slow day. The only one who 
kept him company was the restaurant dweller and his annoying looks every now and then.

Shortly, the mastermind charged out of a chamber and directly towards the father's table.

“What is it, friend? What is the reason behind the sweat on your forehead?”

He said nothing, but gestured to the father that they better speak somewhere else. The 
father knew that this matter was of high importance so he rose up and followed the mastermind 
into a more secure room; mastermind's own chamber – the one he came dashing out of a second 
ago.  Once inside,  the  mastermind tilted  his  head towards  the  monitors  and spoke words  of 
shame.

“Father,”  he  opened  with  a  concern  look,  then  said:  “someone  is  messing  with  us. 
Someone has hacked into the system.”

The father was shocked to hear the mastermind utter  those words. He never thought 
anyone could beat the mastermind at his own game. Upon seeing the look on the father's face,  
the mastermind quickly assured him.

“I  can  handle  it,  but  I  just  wanted  you to  know that  the  walls  have  ears  and eyes. 
Whoever  it  is,  they've  hacked  into  the  mainframe  and  is  capable  of  seeing  through  the 
surveillance cameras. Give me a few hours and I'll nail'em. Until then, I just ask that you do not 
conduct any affairs.”

“Very well. I shall count on you then.”

With that, the father left the room, leaving the mastermind to do his job. Not wanting to 
lose the father's trust in him, the mastermind immediately got started.

As the mastermind's rapid fingers and brain worked simultaneously and synchronizedly, 
thoughts regarding this mysterious hacker arose. The mastermind knew that his opponent was 
good with the computer. He himself was one of the best computer geeks around, but this guy 
was so good he managed to  take  down his  firewalls,  bypass  his  blocks,  and play  with  his 
cameras. This was inconsiderably annoying because he knew that people like him did this for 
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fun. Being just as good, the mastermind managed to block the hacker in a matter of minutes.  
However, that was far from enough. The mastermind wanted to get the hacker's IP address so 
that he could teach him a lesson about pride. He understood how gifted geeks' minds functioned 
and how they saw themselves as superior than others. The hacker probably believed that he was 
so good he could hack into the restaurant's systems, play around with them, then get away with 
it. The mastermind preferred death than a humiliation such as this. Little did he know, the hacker 
wasn't easily scared.

“What the?!”

Before the mastermind knew it, the hacker had bypassed the recent blocking program. 
The mastermind knew that the hacker was in the system again, but didn't know where he was, 
therefore he couldn't counterattack or flush him out. Momentarily,  the solicitor barged in. A 
worried look surfaced upon his face.

“What's wrong?” The mastermind asked him.

“The account .. it went down to zero! All the money is gone!”

The mastermind  checked in on the  father's  account  only  to  find that  all  the billions 
they've collected over the years – legally and illegally – had vanished. He knew it was the work 
of the hacker. Although it got serious the moment the hacker digitally stepped into their affairs,  
the mastermind swore out loud that he would nail the hacker if it was the last thing he ever did.

The solicitor  left  the mastermind to do his work while he did his  own. As the legal 
frontier of the family,  he had access to all their legal accounts and documents, including all 
money transactions. He took a little trip down to the bank and demanded to see the month's 
transactions document. After printing it out and offering it to the solicitor, he saw which account 
the entire sum of money had been transferred to. With the document in hand, he returned to the 
restaurant and showed it to the mastermind. By having the account number, it saved them a few 
more minutes – minutes which are crucial at times like this if the hacker knew what he was 
doing.

Tracing his account number, he found out that the hacker lived not far from where they 
lived. Fortunately for them, he lived in a city just outside this town. With the permission of the 
father, the mastermind and the solicitor took the family's private jet and got there within the 
hour. After locating the address, they barged in the apartment and found a fat lady shouting in 
their faces. The mastermind figured that she was the hacker's mother and knew nothing about 
the matter at hand. They whacked her and proceeded with their infiltration into the apartment. 
Their candy awaited them behind the first door they broke down.

“Hey! Easy man! What gives?” The boy behind the monitor freaked out.

The  mastermind  took  a  look  into  the  monitor  and  saw several  digits.  The  numbers 
matched the sum of the father's recently-transferred money. It was him. His face was a younger 
version of Christopher Gorham. The solicitor was impressed that a young kid pulled it off on his 
own, but to the mastermind, it wasn't that surprising. The reason behind that was the simple fact  
that he had hacked into a first well-protected system at an earlier age. The hacker, fearful of the 
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sudden intrusion, was clueless to who the men were and why they were in his room. However, 
seeing the serious look in their eyes after previewing the large sum of money on the monitor, he 
understood that they were the people he had robbed.

“Whoa,  dudes,  big  misunderstanding  here!”  He  tried  to  calm  them  down  as  they 
approached him with one intention in mind, “Listen, the money, I don't want it .. I mean, I'm not  
a thief, I was gonna return it back! Honest! I just did it for fun!”

The mastermind stepped closer and grabbed him by the neck.

“I know. And that's what bugs me the most.”

After that, he threw him against the wall. Once he fell down, the mastermind started to 
kick him. The solicitor usually didn't role this way, but for this time, he made an exception and 
pitched in. The mastermind's attacks were especially effective as he loathed anyone who deified 
him or the father, especially if it was for fun.

Once he was dead, the mastermind called in the cleaner.
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KUWAIT BOOK
7IGURES IN UNORGANIZED CRIME

CHAP. XI
SOME MURDER CASES ARE

BETTER LEFT ALONE

It was a busy week when the cleaner was asked take on guard duty. The father and his 
associates had been dealing with urgent matters, and the cleaner was given specific instructions 
that they are not to be disturbed by or for anyone – not the hot chick, not the fruit, not even if the 
uncle himself showed up .. well, perhaps they would make an exception if that were the case. 
The job of standing outside the room and guarding it every night wasn't as exciting as cleaning, 
but he couldn't complain. Then, change took place. The father had unexpectedly left the room 
and straight out of the restaurant and into his limousine. Before he mounted the car, he asked the 
cleaner to look after his son for the next couple of days. The cleaner understood that the father 
had business aboard and was going to leave the restaurant in his and his associates' competent 
hands.

The next morning, outside the restaurant, the village idiot noticed a man coming. He was 
wearing a formal black suit and a blocked mustache like the one John Cleese wore. Just as he 
was about to enter, the village idiot opened his mouth.

“Whoa, hold on, buddy!”

The man in the suit backed off a moment, examining the village idiot while hearing what 
he has to say. The village idiot leaned back on his chair and mimicked the man's examining 
eyes.

“Sir,” the man spoke fluently, “I do not mean to sound rude, but I'm on duty and cannot 
waste time talking to you at the moment.”

“You're going inside to investigate, aren't ya?”

“But of course.” He replied, impressed by the village idiot's remarkable deduction.

“If I were you, I'd only go inside if it was to eat, and nothing else.”

“And why is that?”

“Just thought I'd give you a warning. There's something not right about the folks inside.”

“Thank you. I'll take your piece of advise into consideration, but if you don't mind, I'll 
also take the risk.”

With  that,  the  investigator  walked inside.  He didn't  fear  the  village  idiot's  comment 
because – in a matter of speaking – he wanted to meet face to face with the men the locals 
feared. He had been studying the recent murder cases in town, and all of them seemed to revolve 
around this joint. He heard nasty rumors about the restaurant and the 'family', but he didn't allow 
the rumors to scare him from doing his job. After all, it was his job to follow leads and get  
suspects.
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The first one to catch his attention was the restaurant dweller. The way he shoved one 
meal after another down his throat was unnatural. The investigator thought that he was filling 
the empty void inside of him – a void which may exist because he leads a merciless life of 
slaughtering men. However, the investigator turned his head and searched for another lead. The 
restaurant dweller's appearance didn't strike the investigator as the type. It is true that he had 
been taught not to disregard anyone as a possible suspect, but the restaurant dweller didn't seem 
to be going anywhere, so he decided to leave him for when he gets stuck in his investigation.

Then, his eagle eyes shifted towards the restaurant manager. The way he looked back at 
him gave the investigator an idea of what kind of a man he was. The restaurant manager seemed 
like a man who knew what was going on in his restaurant. The investigator thought he would be 
perfect for starting off his investigation.

“What will it be?” The restaurant manager asked the investigator once he approached the 
counter.

“Sorry, I don't eat on the job.” He said as he flashed his badge.

Once the restaurant manager knew that he was an investigator, he got worried.

“I've been hearing about a man called 'father', do you know him?”

“Father?”  The restaurant  manager  acted  surprised,  “the  only father  I  know is  sitting 
behind bars for murdering the dame who brought me and my brothers into this ugly world.”

“The word on the street is that he's been seen a lot hanging around this club.”

The restaurant manager negated again, denying the fact that he heard of that name. The 
investigator  then asked about the cleaner,  and once again,  the restaurant  manager shook his 
head. Every time the investigator pushed, the restaurant manager insisted on saying nothing, 
until the investigator's tone shifted into threats.

“Listen, you wouldn't be lying to me by any chance, now would you? Cause the last man 
who tried that served 20 in the state prison, and trust me, that place isn't half as pretty as hell.”

“You listen,”  the  restaurant  manager  changed his  tone  as  well,  “this  is  a  traditional 
restaurant so take your trash-talk somewhere else. Now if you're not gonna order anything, get 
your mug out of my place!”

The investigator wasn't intimidated, but he withdrew as he knew the restaurant manager 
was capable of exercising such rights. Since the restaurant manager wasn't under arrest, he had 
the right to remain silent as well as the right to kick him out. The investigator was just leaving 
when he noticed the ex-con coming in. He smiled once their eyes met, but the ex-con did no 
such thing.

“Well, look who's in the mood for junk food,” he taunted him, “or is it to meet with the 
father?”

The ex-con gave him a nasty look, then ignored him and walked inside. The investigator 
recognized the ex-con from the mugshot in the most wanted list at the precinct. However, the 
ex-con did his time hence his name remained clean. Regardless, the investigator thought that the 
chances of the ex-con coming to a place like this for food was highly doubtful. He was willing to 
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bet his career that the ex-con and the restaurant were linked to the father and the cleaner, and 
that's why he decided to make the ex-con his next lead.

Not wanting to lose his badge, the investigator couldn't afford to re-enter the restaurant 
again without a warrant or a substantiated cause, so he waited outside for the ex-con to come 
out. He waited along time for that to happen, and noticed that the village idiot had remained in 
his chair for the entire time. This odd phenomena was extremely puzzling that the investigator 
decided to question to village idiot for that strange odd. However, just before he opened his 
mouth, the ex-con exited the restaurant. That's when he lost interest in the small fry and went to 
the bigger fish. The ex-con noticed the investigator approaching him, but he ignored him and 
marched away.

“Well, what a meal that was!” He exclaimed, emphasizing on the fact that the ex-con had 
spent hours in the restaurant.

“Bug off, pig!” The ex-con roared.

Knowing that the investigator had nothing on him, the ex-con wasn't going to put up an 
act for anyone who carried a badge. If, however, he did have something which could incriminate 
him, he wouldn't be having this conversation in the first place. Instead, he would be taken to the 
nearest court and then shipped off to the worst jail on earth.

“Anger, my friend, is an enemy, not an alley. If I were you, I'd do something about it.”

The ex-con refused to chat with the investigator and proceeded with his marching.

“In a hurry I see. Somewhere in particular? Or is it just to get rid of all that extra food 
you've been eating in that restaurant all afternoon, or was it something else you were doing in 
there?”

The ex-con got so pissed by the buzzing of the stalker that he threatened him.

“I'm warning you!”

The investigator, although he would never admit it, was intimidated by the way the ex-
con uttered those last three words. He stopped following him, but acted casual as if he had a 
plan. Since he didn't he returned back to the restaurant. As he walked around it, he noticed that 
the alley-door in the back was open. Hiding behind a dumpster, he peeked and saw the hot chick 
taking out the trash. As she closed the door behind her, the investigator quickly kicked a can and 
prevented it from shutting tight. The hot chick didn't realize that the door hadn't completely shut, 
and since she didn't know a thing about the underworld her father ran, she had no reason to be 
careful or paranoid. Seeing that the door was semi-opened, the investigator realized that this was 
his chance to get in.

As the investigator made his way from the back, he heard someone coming. He jumped 
into the nearest room he could find. Fatefully, it was the infamous back room. Once there, he 
smelled a strong, everlasting stench. He couldn't identify it, but knew that if it was the smell of 
rotten food, it could be more than enough to shut this place down. Then, the sounds became 
clear enough for him to eavesdrop upon. He identified the speakers to be middle-aged males, 
perhaps three to four. He heard them mention strange names and topics, but he knew he hit the 
jackpot when one of them uttered the name 'father'.
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Then, the door – which the investigator  was leaning on – opened and he fell on the 
ground. He recovered quickly from his fall and stood upright. In front of him appeared three 
surprised men; the restaurant manager, the solicitor, and the mastermind.

“What are you doing back here?” The restaurant manager shouted at him, this place is 
restricted for personnel only.”

“I ..”

He was lost for words until he realized what was going on. The look in their eyes; the 
way they made a big fuss about an unauthorized entry; the way they ceased their conversation 
about the father once the investigator was among them. It all added up – he knew what was 
going on, thus the investigator failed to see a reason to forge a story. He decided to go head-on 
and confront the criminals.

“Hold on a minute, now I understand what's going on around here. That's why you call 
him the father, because you all work for him! All of you are involved in the recent murders! It  
all  makes  sense  now ..  Hey,  it's  not  the  stench  of  rotten  food back here,”  the  investigator 
deducted, “it's the smell of rotten blood! Human blood! This restaurant is a frontier .. a cover-up 
for  an  underground organization!  And I'm not  talking  about  bootlegging,  I'm talking  about 
organized crime!”

The solicitor smiled, then the mastermind followed. The restaurant manager remained 
worried as he looked at his associates.

“Aren't you a good sniffer?” The solicitor joked as he shut the door behind them.

“For a detective,” the mastermind added, “you sure are slow.”

The investigator wasn't stupid. He could see clearly that they were going to off him like 
all the other victims. However, he smiled as he had left the back door open. Although he didn't 
wish to run, he had planed only to escape with his life to return later with reinforcement and 
personally handcuff all of them. As he turned around to escape, he saw that his path was blocked 
by the ex-con.

“Dumb dog,” the ex-con said, “you ask too many questions.”

That evening, the cleaner cleaned the back room once more.
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KUWAIT BOOK
7IGURES IN UNORGANIZED CRIME

CHAP. XII
FINAL SHOWDOWN

The family and their long lived quarrel had lasted long enough. The father did not wish 
for his children and, hopefully, grandchildren to live in a hostile environment. In order to rid 
them of an unpleasant lifestyle, he had to put an end to the one known as the uncle. Little did he 
know, the uncle was too planning on ending their rivalry. On this particular day, both of the two 
rivals had enough of their adversary.

The father thought of whom to send for the mission. This mission was nothing like the 
rest.  He knew that the uncle wasn't  to be underestimated as he had his own set of talented 
caretakers. Everyone was dear to the father and he couldn't live with himself if they were to get  
killed during the cleansing process. Seeing that the ex-con was the most suitable for a task such 
as this, it was only logical that he chose him. However, he didn't feel that it was right to send 
him alone. That's when he considered the cleaner. The cleaner would be an excellent choice for 
this mission as the words 'panic' and 'failure' didn't exist in his vocabulary. Because the father 
had seen him in action, he knew that the cleaner was that good. Hence, it was decided. He sent 
the ex-con and the cleaner to finish off his brother for once and for all.

Meanwhile, at the other end of the town …

“I cannot take it any longer! Brother must die tonight!”

The uncle was at his peak. During the last month, he had lost more hit-men than his hair,  
and he had lost a considerable amount of hair. The uncle had a huge forehead such as Peter 
Boyle's. He was growing older and poorer because of his older brother's existence. Despite the 
fact that the two haven't seen nor spoke to each other since they went their separate ways, their 
resentment towards their sibling grew stronger by the minute.

“Rest assured, uncle, I shall take care of it.”

The one who spoke was one of the uncle most worthy men. He hadn't failed a single 
mission since he was hired, and he was hired right after the uncle and the father split up. Since  
then he had taken care of most of his illegal affairs. He had a broad chest, strong muscles, and 
sharp eyes like Jack Scalia.  With the caretaker  around, the uncle managed to rise higher in 
society, but recently the father had begun chopping off his long legs like a lumberjack.  The 
caretaker promised the uncle to take care of it, and that word was of gold to the uncle.

“No, it is I who shall take care of it.”

The caretaker looked at the one who dared to step on his foot with a threatening look. He 
identified him as one of the uncle's minor men, a madman who went by the name 'the artist'. The 
artist wore the craziest smile anyone had seen, and he acted in the most unpredictable manner. 
His huge, Johnny Depp eyes were a mystery themselves. Whenever anyone looked at him in a 
strange manner, he told them that he was preforming art. 
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“I mean no disrespect,” he added, then elaborated by giving them a metaphor: “but for a 
cockroach like him, we mustn't send our best, but a mere exterminator will do.”

“Cockroaches tend to survive,” the uncle roared, “sometimes it takes the best to out-best 
the damn thing!”

“Unless if the exterminator knew what he was doing, then it shouldn't be a problem!”

The radiant look across his eager face clearly demonstrated his desire to take on this task.

“Fine then, both of you may go. But be careful, the father is not to be taken lightly.”

The caretaker nodded, then left. The artist smiled, tilted his head around, raised his right 
hand into the air as a strange form of a salute, then followed the caretaker while keeping his 
creepy smile on. The uncle didn't try to understand his gestures as he came to accept the artist to 
be a meaningless freak .. a ruthless, meaningless freak that is. With his best men out of the way, 
the ex-con and the cleaner arrived and whacked his boys one unit at a time. By the time they 
reached the big cheese, he didn't have anyone to hide behind. The uncle didn't question who they 
were as he knew assassins as good as the ex-con and the cleaner could only be sent by the father. 
The uncle knew well that the purpose behind their visitation was to take his life. The uncle tried  
to  put  up a  fight  but  resistance  was futile.  The ex-con killed  him slowly as  the  father  had 
preferred. However, the uncle died smilingly.

“What's up with the grin?” The ex-con asked his partner.

“Perhaps, he knows something?” The cleaner replied, then crouched and grabbed him by 
his hair, “Spill, old man.”

He smiled, but said nothing. Just then, the cleaner put one and one together.

“Ah shit!”

“What?”

The cleaner rose up.

“What is it, man? Talk!”

“Come on, I'll tell you on the way.”

They ex-con broke the uncle's head off and ran with his accomplice back to the car. The 
two drove back to the restaurant.

Once the cleaner looked into the uncle's eyes and saw his smile, he understood the reason 
behind his satisfaction. The father always said that he and his brother thought alike, and perhaps 
on this day, they did. He explained to his partner that just like the father had sent his best to off  
his brother, the uncle had done the same. That would explain, the cleaner concluded, the reason 
why he didn't have tight security to protect him from his killers. Now, all the cleaner wished was 
to get there in time.
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While the cleaner and ex-con were just penetrating through the uncle's layers of guards, 
the artist and caretaker arrived at the restaurant. The artist tried to convince his partner to take 
the back door as the element of surprise is often known to be the difference between victory and 
defeat, the caretaker rejected that plan. His idea for a quick defeat was to go directly to the father 
and crush his skull in front of his associates.  However, once he reached the front door, the 
village idiot opened his mouth. As an ironic death, the caretaker grabbed his jaw and cracked it 
wide open until it  broke, then dropped the wasted body. Once inside, many costumers were 
bugged by the invaders' rude entry. The hot chick asked them to leave, but the caretaker snapped 
her neck. The father saw his merciless act, but before he could respond, he saw him come his 
way. The caretaker – thinking it was going to be easy – reached out to grab his skull. However,  
his vision was blocked. The restaurant manager and the mastermind stood in his way.

Words had no role to play in a duel like this. They obviously came here to finish the 
father  and there  was nothing which  could alter  their  perception  other  than  death.  Ergo,  the 
restaurant manager and the mastermind agreed to end the caretaker and the artist's days. Once 
the  first  punch  was  thrown,  customers  started  flooding  out  into  the  streets.  All  the  guests 
evacuated the restaurant except for the the restaurant dweller who was too shocked, fat,  and 
scared to run. Instead, he slid underneath his table to hide. For a comforter, he took his plate 
with him and continued shoving food down his chunky throat.

The fight, although unorganized, was organized in a way. There was an silent, unofficial 
term mutually agreed upon, which was that the restaurant manager takes on the artist while the 
mastermind takes on the caretaker. The father sat with the solicitor and observed as there was 
nothing else to be done. Neither one of them had pistols or revolvers. Furthermore, neither one 
of them was a fighter, at least not physically.

“Do you know why they call me the artist?”

The restaurant manager was annoyed by his smile and taunts, but didn't want to respond 
as it would lessen his focus and please his opponent at the same time.

“Cause I make art out of fatsoes like you!” He answered regardlessly.

“Bring it on, freak!” The restaurant manager outburst as he charged towards his foe.

The caretaker wasn't as talkative. His fistfight with the mastermind was more legitimate 
than the artist's. While neither the caretaker nor the mastermind used accessories to aid them in 
their fight, the artist used a small pocketknife. To defend himself, the restaurant manager took a 
bottle from the shelf and broke the top off. The artist was so full of himself, and that's what lead 
to his downfall. The restaurant manager sliced open the artist's throat, and once the artist paused 
for a dramatic effect, the restaurant manager stabbed his face with the broken glass and finished 
him off. As for the conclusion of the other match, the caretaker had killed the mastermind.

The father, the solicitor, and the restaurant manager were all shaken by the fall of the 
mastermind, but grieving had to wait as vengeance came first. With his broken bottle in hand, 
the restaurant manager charged towards the caretaker. The caretaker remained calm and fought 
in the same style he had with the mastermind. He used nothing other than his fists in spite the 
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availability of chairs, broken bottles, and the pocketknife left by the artist. Furthermore, little did 
they know, the caretaker was just having fun. He had an ace up his sleeve, a 44 Remington 
Magnum to be precise. As the restaurant manager soon found himself running out of breath and 
strength  to  carry  on,  the caretaker  threw in a  few fast  ones  and broke his  nose,  teeth,  and 
eventually, his neck. He was no match.

As the caretaker approached the father once more, the solicitor stepped up. Although 
frighten  to  death  and knowledgeable  of  the  fact  that  he  is  no good at  physical  combat,  he 
couldn't sit aside and watch the one to whom he would ever remain loyal get killed. Even if he 
was that coward, once the father is dead, the caretaker would finish him off. The least he could 
do was hurt him. Unfortunately, even a little wish such as that wasn't granted. The caretaker 
snapped the solicitor's neck without much effort.

Now, there was no one who could stand in his face. The caretaker came closer to the 
father and rose his hand. The father tried to act tough, but on the inside, he resented the way in 
which he was about to die. However, instead of inflicting harm on the father, he received some. 
Out of nowhere, there was a shadowy kick – a swift, yet strong sidekick came directly at his 
right kidney. Then, it was up on his left cheek. Then a strong kick from the back. The caretaker 
was puzzled to how this was happening while there was no one beside himself, the father, and 
corpses in the room. Upon receiving more mysterious attacks, the caretaker decided to end this 
episode. He closed his eyes and listened to the sounds. Then, just as he heard the wind move 
from one side, he reached out and grabbed the first tangible object his hands felt. Upon opening 
his eyes, he saw a man in black. It was the ninja. With his cover blown, the ninja couldn't hide.  
He had to fight directly. Unfortunately for him and the father, direct combat wasn't his strong 
point.

That's  when the  cleaner  and  the  ex-con  arrived.  Everyone  had fallen  except  for  the 
caretaker and the father. A second later and that number would've decreased by half. The cleaner 
and  the  ex-con  realized  that  they  missed  the  party,  and  for  that,  they  decided  to  give  it 
everything they've got. It might not have seemed fair for two to go against one, but then again, 
neither was going after the father while the kids were visiting their uncle.

They put up a good fight until  the caretaker broke the ex-con's neck. With skills,  he 
overpowered sheer strength. Right then, the cleaner realized that he meant business. Regardless, 
he held on to what is crucial in wining this game, which is his calmness.

The two rivals,  each protecting his own, engaged in a fight to the finish.  They both 
understood  that  there  was  no  escape  from  this  as  running  away  would  only  prolong  the 
inevitable.  Besides,  so  many  dear  ones  were  murdered,  and acts  like  those  could  never  be 
forgotten or forgiven. The two started off with fists, but then it evolved into kicks as well as the 
usage of nearby solid objects. This evolution occurred because both of them threw in so many 
punches that the bones structurizing their knuckles started to fracture. This became known to 
both fighters as their fists bleed more than ever imagined. But then again, everything in their 
body began to experience excruciating pain. With firm objects swung by steady hands, bones 
broke, flesh bled, joints shifted, and structures raptured. It was hard to say who was going to 
walk out of this alive. Upon seeing the chance of failing his objectives, the caretaker took care of 
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his job by drawing out his magnum and sending a high-speeding bullet into the cleaner's head. 
The cleaner was dead instantly.

With no one else to fight him off, he finally walked towards the father and grabbed his 
throat. Just then, the fruit and his pet walked in.

“Nooooooo! Father!” He cried out.

The caretaker broke the father's neck, threw his body aside, then walked towards the fruit 
to do the same. A secondary objective of the mission was to leave no eyewitnesses alive. The 
pet, frightened by the possible fate his owner would endure, flew over to the other end of the 
restaurant to pick up the artist's pocketknife between its claws. By the time it managed to get the 
knife, the fruit  had already died. Freaked out by the pet,  the caretaker aimed and shot at it. 
Fatefully, it was flying right above the caretaker's head when he shot it. The pet died, but then 
again,  so  did  the  caretaker.  The  pocketknife  had  fallen  right  into  his  forehead.  The bodies 
collapsed onto the ground.

Everything was quiet after that. One moment, the sound of bloodshed and chaos roamed, 
the second, nothing was heard except for the ticking clock. After a few quiet minutes, a sound 
was heard. A fat man rose up from underneath the table with a chicken leg between his teeth. 
Like a frightened animal, he ran outside the restaurant. From that moment on, he decided not to 
dwell at any restaurant ever again.
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fin.
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Cast of Characters {in order of appearance}
the traveler
the hot chick
the village idiot
the father
the restaurant manager
the solicitor
the ex-con
the mastermind
the cleaner
the ninja
the fruit
the pet
the pedophile
the tea-seller
the insect
the suspicious fellow
the Kuwaiti
the clown
the hacker
the investigator
the uncle
the artist
the caretaker
and

the restaurant dweller
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F  IGURES     IN   U  NORGANIZED   C  RIME  
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IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIICOMING SOON

KUWAITBOOK

F.U.C

[Origins 0F THE Cleaner]
and

the formation
  of the family

Note: this book might and might not be published.
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in a world ran by psychopathic,  powerful  gangsters, 
what chance does one have of living If they risked all by choosing 
to be more than just an anonymous figure in the background? 
Would you be able to survive?

“Set  in  any  given 
time,  “ I.U.C”  deals  with,  as  the 
title suggests, figures of organized 
crimes. The idea behind it was to 
present  a  wide  range  of  random, 
nameless characters – some saner 
than others – within a dark-humor 
storyline. Through all the ridiculous 
methods  and  reasons  to  why 
people  are  slaughtered,  readers 
will have a blast with the outcome 
of each chapter and the story  as 
whole.

      

FIGURES IN UNORGANIZED CRIME, or F.U.C, is a short story written by Yousef A. Mustafa based 
on characters inspired by Sulaiman A. Mustafa. All of the portrayed characters and events featured in the text are  
fictional and products of the author's – as well as Sulaiman A. Mustafa's – imagination. Starting with Chapter VII, 
this text consists of six chapters,. The first six chapters – which are the origins of the cleaner as well as the forming  
of the family – are yet to be written. For the celebrated names mentioned in the text, no offense was intended. The  
celebrities' names were added so that readers could better understand the physical aspects of the characters and 
sustain an image of  the intended looks.  The names aside,  any real  resemblance  to  actual  people  or  events  is  
completely coincidental. For more information regarding this text or any other works of art published by Kuwait  
Book, please send an email to q8bkman@gmail.com specifying the request. Kuwait Book, the collection of works 
created by the author, is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution-Noncommercial-No Derivative Works 3.0 
Unported License. Some rights reserved. To fully understand the terms of the Creative Commons license, please  
visit: http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/3.0. Kuwait, Hiteen, 2011.


